Software Catalogue
BlueSpice pro 2.27.1

BlueSpice free Extensions
MediaWiki Extensions
Extension
Cite

CiteThisPage

Description
Adding a tag to create footnotes
Creates a special page with different
citation formats

Enabled by
default
yes

yes

ConfirmEdit

CAPTCHA methods to protect the wiki
from spambots

no

Gadgets

JavaScript or CSS based gadgets

yes

ImageMap

Creating ImageMaps: Linking of areas in a
picture

yes

InputBox

Inclusion of predefined HTML forms in wiki
pages

yes

Interwiki

Special page for maintaining the Interwiki
table

no

LocalisationUpdate

Keeps the localized messages as up to date
as possible

no

Nuke

Mass delete pages

yes

ParserFunctions

Enhance parser with logical functions

yes

PdfHandler

Shows uploaded Pdf files in a multi-page
preview

no

Poem

Adds <poem> tag for poem formatting

no

RenameUser

Enables renaming user accounts

yes

SpamBlacklist

Create and manage blacklists based on URL
patterns

no

SyntaxHighlight

Provides syntax highlighting and code
rendering

yes

TitleBlacklist

Black- and whitelist to forbid creating new
articles and user accounts

yes

WikiEditor

Editor functionality for WikiText

no

BlueSpice free Extensions
Additional MediaWiki Extensions
Extension

Description

Enabled by
default

CategoryTree

Views categories in a tree structure

yes
yes

DynamicPageList

Outputs a bulleted list of the most recent
items residing in a category, or an
intersection of several categories

EditNotify

Special notifications when creating / editing articles

yes

Echo

Notifications system

yes

EmbedVideo

Integrate videos from external sources

yes

HitCounters

Restores the hit count functionality missing in MW core since MW 1.25 and counts
hits of articles/pages

yes
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ImageMapEdit

Simple editor for creating ImageMaps

yes

LDAPAuthentication

Connecting to LDAP

no

Lockdown

Group permissions per namespace

yes

MobileFrontend

Displaying the wiki on mobile devices

yes

Quiz

Allows creation of quizzes

yes

RSS

Renders RSS feeds to display them in wiki
articles

yes

TitleKey

Title prefix search suggestion backend

Yes

UserMerge

Merge several users into one account

yes

BlueSpice free Extensions
BlueSpice Extensions
Extension

Description

Enabled by
default

AboutBlueSpice

Provides information about BlueSpice

yes

ArticleInfo

Provides information about a page in
status bar

yes

Authors

Displays the profile picture for authors of a
page

yes

Avatars

Provides generic and individual user
pictures

yes

Blog

Displays a blog style list of pages

yes
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Canvas3DTagCloud

3D-view for TagCloud

yes

CSyntaxHighlight

Adds customizable syntax highlighting
functionality

yes

Checklist

Insert checkboxes and checklists

yes

ContextMenu

Provides context menus for various links

yes

CountThings

Provides content based statistics e.g.
number of pages in a wiki

yes

Dashboards

Provides individual dashboards for users
and administrators

yes

DistributionConnector

General interface between Mediawiki
extensions and BlueSpice

yes

EditNotifyConnector

Interface between BlueSpice and the
extension EditNotify

yes

EchoConnector

Interface between BlueSpice and the
extension Echo

yes

Emoticons

Renders emoticons in a text as images

yes

ExtendedEditBar

Extended and adjusted editing bar

yes

ExtendedSearch

Extended search with facets

yes

ExtensionInfo

Special page with information list about
the loaded extensions

yes

FlexiSkin

Adjusting the user interface

yes

FormattingHelp

Displays help for text formatting

yes

GroupManager

Administration interface for adding,
editing and deleting user groups

yes

HideTitle

Provides a magic word to hide the title of
the page

yes
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InsertCategory

Dialog to enter a category link

yes

InsertFile

Dialog to upload files and insert a file link

yes

InsertLink

Dialog box to enter a link

yes

InsertMagic

Adds a dialog to edit mode that allows the
insertion of magic words and tags

yes

InterWikiLinks

Administration interface for adding,
editing and deleting interwiki links

yes

LDAPAuthenticationConnector

Interface between BlueSpice and the
extension LDAPAuthentication

no

NamespaceCSS

Namespace specific styling

yes

NamespaceManager

Administration interface for adding,
editing and deleting namespaces

yes

PageAccess

Group-based access on page level

yes

PageAssignments

Assigns individual users or whole groups to
pages, e.g. as responsible editors.

yes

PageTemplates

Administration interface for page
templates

yes

PagesVisited

Provides a personalized list of the last
visited pages

yes

PermissionManager

Administration interface for editing user
rights

yes

Preferences

Admin can configure the whole wiki from a
single special page

yes

Readers

Creates a list of the people who visited a
page

yes

Review

Simple workflow functionality

no
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RSSFeeder

An extension to output valid RSS for every
extension, which has a build RSS-function

yes

RSSStandards

Builds RSS feeds based on different options

yes

SaferEdit

Intermediate saving of wiki edits

yes

SecureFileStore

Prevents unauthorized access to files and
images

yes

Shoutbox

Comment box for articles

yes

SmartList

Enables automatically created lists e.g.
most visited pages

yes

StateBar

Provides a status bar with metadata

yes

Statistics

Statistic tool for the evaluation of wikiinternal activities

yes

TagCloud

Shows categories in a TagCloud in three
possible views

yes

TopMenuBarCustomizer

Customize the top menu links

yes

UEModulePDF

Enables MediaWiki to export pages into
PDF format

yes

UniversalExport

Enables MediaWiki to export pages into
different formats

yes

UsageTracker

Statistics on the use of features

yes

UserManager

Administration interface for adding,
editing and deleting users

yes

UserMergeConnector

Interface between BlueSpice and the
exention UserMerge

ja

UserPreferences

Interface for BlueSpice user settings

yes

UserSidebar

Adds the focus tab to sidebar (navigation)

yes
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VisualEditor

Visual Editor

yes

WantedArticle

Add a page to the wanted page list

no

WatchList

Adds a watch list widget and tag

yes

WhoIsOnline

Displays a list of users who are currently
online

yes

Widgetbar

Provides a menu with page actions and an
individually area for tools

no

WikiAdmin

Central point of administration for
BlueSpice

yes

BlueSpice pro Extensions
BlueSpice Packages
Extension

Description

Enabled by
default

Bookmaker
Bookshelf

Combine article collections to books with
chapter navigation

yes

BookshelfUI

Administration interface for books

yes

UEModuleBookDOCX

Export books to DOCX format

yes

UEModuleBookHTML

Export books to HTML format

yes

UEModuleBookPDF

Export books to PDF format

yes

UEModuleDOCX

Export an article to DOCX format

yes

UEModuleHTML

Export an article to HTML format

yes
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UEModulePDFRecursive

Export an article and included links to PDF
format

yes

UEModulePDFSubpages

Export an article and subpages to PDF
format

yes

ExtendedFileList

Sortable and filterable list with meta data
for uploaded files

yes

NSFileRepo

Provide namespace based features to
uploaded files

yes

NSFileRepoConnector

Interface between BlueSpice and the extension NSFileRepo

yes

Flagged Revisions

Mark versions of articles and approve a
stable page version

yes

FlaggedRevs Connector

Connector between FlaggedRevisions and
BlueSpice

yes

Review

Simple workflow functionality

yes

ReviewExtended

Extends the workflow with functions like
saving drafts and definitions of workflows

yes

DataValues

Provides a collection of objects describing
various value types

yes

DataValues Common

Contains common implementations of the
interfaces defined by DataValuesInterfaces

yes

DataValues Interfaces

Defines interfaces for ValueParsers,
ValueFormatters and ValueValidators

yes

DataValues Validators

Contains common ValueValidator
implementations

yes

DocumentManager

Teamwork

SemanticData
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Allows for retrieving structured data from
external URLs, databases and other
sources

yes

External Data

OpenLayers

Basic library for the graphical
representation/chart of semantic data

yes

Page Schemas

Defines the data structure for all pages in a
category using XML

yes

ParserHooks

OOP interface for creating parser hooks in
a declarative fashion

yes

Semantic Breadcrumb
Links

Build navigation elements based on
semantic information

no

Semantic Compound
Queries

A parser function that displays multiple
semantic queries at the same time

yes

Semantic Extra Special
Properties

Adds some extra special properties to all
pages

yes

Semantic Forms

Forms for adding and editing semantic
data

yes

Semantic Forms Inputs

Additional input types for Semantic Forms

yes

Semantic Internal Objects

Setting of internal objects in Semantic
MediaWiki

yes

Semantic MediaWiki

Makes the wiki more accessible - for
machines and humans

yes

Semantic Result Formats

Additional result formats for Semantic
MediaWiki queries

yes

SMWConnector

Integrates SemanticMediaWiki into
BlueSpice

yes

Validator

Wrapper for the ParamProcessor library

yes

PasteImage
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Inserting images via Copy & Paste and
Drag & Drop

yes

CategoryCheck

Validity check for categories when creating
a search field

yes

TagSearch

Integration of a configurable search field

yes

Differences between two revisions in three
views

yes

Special page with an article list, which can
be filtered and sorted

yes

Expiry

Pages can be marked as expired

yes

Reminder

Create reminders for articles

yes

RatedComments

Comment on and rate an article
using a star-rating

yes

Rating

Provides a rating system

yes

Ask for confirmation that an article was
read by certain users

yes

Administration interface for categories

yes

PasteImage

ServiceCenter

VisualDiff
VisualDiff
WikiExplorer
WikiExplorer
Reminder

RatedComments

ReadConfirmation
ReadConfirmation
Single Extensions
CategoryManager
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ExportTables

Export wiki tables to Excel

yes

BsPHPExcel

Utility extension for exporting wiki tables
to Excel

yes

UEModuleTable2Excel

Utility extension for the integration of the
table export into UniversalExport

yes

Showtime

An integrated HTML video player for your
wiki to play uploaded videos

yes

BlueSpice pro Extensions
Additional MediaWiki Extensions
Extension

Description

Enabled by
default

DrawioEditor

Integration of diagrams

yes

ReplaceText

Search and replace in the wiki

yes

HeaderTabs

Use of header tabs in the table of
contents

yes

MultimediaViewer

Additional way of viewing pictures in
the wiki

yes

Scribunto

Lua as script language for templates

yes

Math

Display of mathematical formula

yes

Duplicator

Simple duplication of articles

Yes

Widgets

Integration of external content from
social media sites

yes

NativeSvgHandler

Display of graphics in SVG format

yes
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Packages with Additionally Required Licenses
Package

Bookmaker

Required License

PHPDOCX Pro

Source

http://www.phpdocx.com/features

This additional license is only needed if you want to use the export to DocX format of
Bookmaker.

Announcement: Functional changes of the distribution
With the coming release, Hallo Welt! will change the delivery and software maintenance of the
following extensions:
 Review: Delivery with the Pro-edition only.
 WidgetBar: No delivery anymore.
 WantedArticle: No delivery anymore.
 SecureFileStore: will be replaced by another exention, which is almost same in its function.
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